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Abstract 
We study the minimization of an M-convex function introduced by Murota. It is shown that 
any vector in the domain can be easily separated from a minimizer of the function. Based on 
this property, we develop a polynomial time algorithm. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
M-convex function, recently introduced by Murota [8-IO], is an extension of val- 
uated matroid due to Dress and Wenzel [ 1, 21 as well as a quantitative generaliza- 
tion of (the integral points of) the base polyhedron of an integral submodular system 
[4]. M-convexity is quite a natural concept appearing in many situations; linear and 
separable-convex functions are M-convex, and more general M-convex functions arise 
from the minimum cost flow problems with separable-convex cost functions. M-convex 
function enjoys several nice properties which persuade us to regard it as “convexity” 
in combinatorial optimization. Let V be a finite set with cardinality II. A function 
,f : ZV+R U {+a~} is said to be M-convex if it satisfies 
(M-EXC) Vx, y E dom f,V’u E supp+(x -. y), 3v E supp-(x ~ y) such that 
f(x) + f(Y) 2 f(x - xu + X”) + .f(Y + xu - X0)> 
where dom f = {x E Zv 1 f(x) < +co}, supp+(x - y) = {w E V ( x(w) > y(w)}, supp- 
(~-~)=(~t~/x(w)<y(w)}, and ~~t{O,l} ’ is the characteristic vector of w E V. 
For an M-convex function f with dom f C{O, l}V, ~ f is a valuation on a ma- 
troid in the sense of [l, 21. The property (M-EXC) implies that dom f is a base 
polyhedron. 
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In this paper, we consider the problem of minimizing an M-convex function. While 
the concept of M-convexity is quite new and no efficient algorithm is known yet, several 
polynomial time algorithms are proposed for special cases of M-convex functions. It is 
well-known that a linear function can be easily minimized over a base polyhedron by a 
simple greedy algorithm (see [4]). A strongly-polynomial time algorithm was proposed 
by Fujishige [3] for a separable-convex quadratic function, and weakly-polynomial time 
algorithms were given by Groenevelt [6] and Hochbaum [7] for a general separable- 
convex function. It was reported that there is no strongly-polynomial time algorithm 
for a general separable-convex function [7]. 
The aim of this paper is to develop an efficient algorithm for minimizing an 
M-convex function. Since local optimality is equal to global optimality, an optimal 
solution can be found by a descent method, which does not necessarily terminate in 
polynomial time. Instead, we propose a different approach based on the property that 
any vector in the domain can be efficiently separated from a minimizer of the function, 
which is shown later. Each iteration finds a certain vector in the current domain, and 
divides the domain so that the vector and an optimal solution are separated. By a clever 
choice of the vector, the size of the domain reduces in a certain ratio iteratively, which 
leads to a weakly-polynomial time algorithm. 
2. Properties on minimizers and base polyhedra 
Throughout the paper we suppose f : Z ‘+RU {+DJ} is an M-convex function with 
bounded domain. Global minimality of an M-convex function is characterized by local 
minimality. 
Theorem 2.1 (Murota [9, lo]). For x E dom f, f(x) d f(y) (Vy E Zv) if and only if 
f(x) d f (x - Xu + X”) W, 0 E V). 
Any vector in dom f can be easily separated from some minimizer of f. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) For x E dom f and v E V, let u E V satisfy f (x - xu + x0) = min, E 
f (x--xs+xu). Set x’ =x--x~-I-x~. Then, there exists x* E argmin f with X*(U) < x’(u 
(ii) ForxEdom f andue V, let VE V satisfy f(x-xu+xv)= rninlEr f(x-Xu+Xt 
Set x’ =x - x,, + xv. Then, there exists x* E argmin f with x*(u) > x’(v). 
;: 
). 
Proof. We prove (i) only. Let x* E argmin f with minimum x*(u), and suppose 
x*(u) >x’(u). (M-EXC) implies f (x*) + f (x’) > f (x* - xu + xW) + f(x + xv - x,,,) for 
some w E supp-(x* - x’). By the choice of x* and x’, x* - xu + xw E arg min f holds, 
a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let x E dom f with x # arg min f, and u, v E V satisfy f (x - x,, + x0) 
= mins,fEV f(x - xs + xl). Then, there exists x* E argmin f with x*(u) d x(u) - 1, 
x*(v) 3 x(v) + 1. 
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Let B C Zv be a base polyhedron, i.e., B satisfies the next property: 
(B-EXC) ‘dx, y E dom f,Y’u E supp+(x - y), 3u E supp-(x - y) such that 
x-x,,+~(~E& Y+x~-x~EB. 
Assume B is bounded. We define the peeled base polyhedron NB of B as follows. For 
w E V. define 
IL(w) = L( > 1 - ‘, ZE(W) + $(w) 1 , u;(w)= [t,CwJ+ (1 - ;) U.(W)]. 
(2) 
Then, NB is defined as NB = {y E B ( l;(w) d y(w) d u;(w) (Y/w E V)}. 
Theorem 2.4. NB is not empty and hence it is a base polyhedron. 
Proof. Let p : 2’+Z be the submodular function associated with B. Note that p(0) = 0 
and b(w) = p( V) - p(Z’ - w), UB(W) = p(w) (w E V). It suffices to show that 
(i) IA(X) d p(X) (‘v’X C V), (ii) u;(X) 3 p(V) - p(V-X) (YX 2 V) (see [4, The- 
orem 3.81). We prove (i) only. Let X C V with cardinality k. We claim 
MX) + kx MV - n) - P(V)] 2 c {P(V) + P(V - r) - P(V)]. (3) 
v&Y VEX 
Indeed, we have 
LHS = kp(X) + c c {P(V - w) - P(V) + c MV - u) - P(V)) 
VEX WEX--v VEX 
2 Wf) + ~{PW - V - ~1) - P(V) + c MV - VI- dV)l 
VEX VEX 
>, RHS, 
by the submodularity of p. Since LHS Z 0, k in (3) can be replaced by n( >, k). 
Thus, 
P(X) 3 ( > 1-i clP(V)-P(V-o)}+~~p(o)~$(X). 0 VEX VEX 
For x E B and u, v E V, the exchange capacity associated with x, u and u is defined 
as EB(x, 0,~) = max{a (x + a(xu - xu) E B}. The next algorithm finds a vector in NB 
efficiently. 
0: Let x be any vector in B. 
1: For each u E V do the following: 
2: For each v E V - u do the following: 
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3: If c(= min{&(x,v,u),x(u) - u~(u),u~(u) -x(v)}>0 then set x :=x + a(~” - xU). 
4: If /3 = min{&(x, U, v), Z;(u) - x(u),x(v) - Z;(v)} >O then set x := x + /?(xU - xv). 
Theorem 2.5 (C.J. Fujishige [4, Theorem 3.271). The above algorithm finds a vector 
in NE by evaluating the exchange capacity at most n2 times, provided that a vector 
in B is given. 
Proof. We first observe that if the inequality IL(w) &x(w) < &(w)(w E V) is once 
satisfied, then it is kept until termination. Thus, it suffices to show that if the inner loop 
terminates, then Z;(u) < x(u) < &j(u). Assume to the contrary that x(u) > Z&(U) holds 
when the inner loop terminates. In this case, only the line 3 is performed in the inner 
loop. Since x(u) > z&(u) 2 2((u) for x” E Na, (B-EXC) implies x’ =x - xU + x0( E B for 
some v’ E V-U with x(v’)<Z(v’) ( < z&(u’)). Let x* be the vector x immediately after 
the line 3 is performed with u = v’. Then, we have x’(u) <x*(u), x’(w) > x*(w) (VW E 
V - U) and x’(v’) >x*(v’). Hence, &(x*, v’, U) = 0. On the other hand, x* + xv/ - xU E B 
holds by applying (B-EXC) to x’, x* and u’, a contradiction. The proof for x(u) 2 IL(u) 
is similar. 0 
The values Ze(w) and Q(W) defined by (1) can be computed in the similar way. 
Theorem 2.6. For any w E V, the values Q(w) and Q(W) can be computed by eval- 
uating the exchange capacity at most n times, provided that a vector in B is given. 
3. Minimization algorithms 
Theorem 2.1 immediately leads to the following algorithm: 
Algorithm STEEPESTDESCENT 
Step 0: Let x be any vector in dom f. 
Step 1: If f(x) = mins,rE v f(x - xs + xr) then stop. x is a minimizer. 
Step2: Findu,vEV withf(x-xU+xv)=min,,,,f(x-xs+xt). 
Step3: Setx:=x-X,+xv.GotoStep 1. 
This algorithm always terminates since the function value of x decreases strictly in 
each iteration. However, there is no guarantee for the polynomiality of the number of 
iterations. 
The next algorithm maintains a set B (2 dom f) which is a base polyhedron contain- 
ing a minimizer of f. It reduces B iteratively by exploiting Corollary 2.3 and finally 
finds a minimizer. 
Algorithm DOMAIN-REDUCTION 
Step 0: Set B := dom f. 
Step 1: Find a vector x E NE. 
Step 2: If f(x) = mins,tEY f(x - xs + xt) then stop. 
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Step 3: Find u, v E I’ with f(x - x,, + x0) = rnimlEV f(x - xs + xt). 
Step 4: Set B := B n {y E Zv ) y(u) d x(u) - 1, J(V) 3 x(v) + 1). Go to Step 1. 
We analyze the number of iterations of the algorithm. Denote by B; the set B in the 
ith iteration, and let Ii(w) = l&w), ui(w) = ue,(w)(w E I’). It is clear that Ui(W) - I,(W) 
is nonincreasing w.r.t. i. Furthermore, we have the following property: 
Lemma 3.1. u,+i(~)-l~+~(~)<(1-l/n){~,(w)-l~(~)}f~~ WE{~,V}, where U,VE V 
ure the elements found in Step 3. 
Proof. We show the case w = u only. Let x E NB, be the vector chosen in Step 1. Then, 
< 1 - t {Ui(U) - ll(U)}. 
( > 
0 
This lemma implies that the algorithm DOMAINREDUCTION terminates in 0(n2 1ogL) 
iterations, where L= max,Ev{ui(w) - Ii(w)}. 
We explain the detail of the algorithm. Assume that a vector in dom f and the 
value L are given in advance. We maintain the set B by using two vectors a, b 
with -a(w), b(w) E ZU {+m} (w E V) as B = dom f n {y E Zv 1 a(w) < y(w) d b(w) 
(VW E V)}. Maintenance of a, b is easy: initially set u(w) = -x, b(w) = + CC (w E V), 
and update only the values u(v) and b(u) to x(v) + 1, x(u) - 1, respectively, in Step 4 
of each iteration. 
When finding a vector in NB, we first compute b(w), UB(W)(W E V) defined by (1) 
which can be done by 0(n2)-time evaluation of the exchange capacity. The exchange 
capacity can be computed in O(log L) time by the binary search since 0 d &(x, v, u) < L 
(x E B, u, v E V) and x + a(~” - xU) E B (0 d CI < E&x, u, u)). Then, we compute IL(w), 
u~(w)(w E V) defined by (2) by using floor and ceiling operations, which can be per- 
formed easily since floor and ceiling operate to values with denominator n. Finally, we 
find x E NB by O(n2)-time evaluation of the exchange capacity. Thus, Step 1 can be 
done in 0(n2 log L) time. 
Theorem 3.2. If a vector in dom f and the value L are given, the algorithm 
DOMAIN-REDUCTION finds a minimizer off in O(n4 log2 L) time. 
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